It is hard to overstate the importance of multidimensional scaling as an analysis technique in the broad sciences. Classical, or Torgerson multidimensional scaling is one of the main variants, with the advantage that it has a closed-form analytic solution. However, this solution is exact if and only if the distances are Euclidean. Conversely, there has been comparatively little discussion on what to do in the presence of negative eigenvalues: the intuitive solution, prima facie justifiable in least-squares terms, is to take every positive eigenvector as a dimension. We show that this, minimizing least-squares to the centred distances instead of the true distances, is suboptimal -throwing away positive eigenvectors can decrease the error even as we project to fewer dimensions. We provide provably better methods for handling this common case.
Introduction
Multidimensional scaling is a fundamental analysis technique that takes as input a matrix of distances or dissimilarities between items and returns a configuration of points in Euclidean space such that the inter-point distances approximate the input. From the original definition and usage in psychology [12, 22] , applications have spread throughout all the sciences, for example in ecology [10] , genetics [13] , palynology [17] , neuroscience [7] , medicine [3] , education [21] , management [19] , music [8] , physical chemistry [25] , and electrical engineering [9] . Multiple textbooks have been written on the subject, see for example [1, 4] .
Classical multidimensional scaling was the first version, which operates based on matrix eigendecomposition. This gives it the advantage of having a closedform solution; in the case that no exact solution exists, an intuitive solution with a seemingly straightforward error analysis can be found. Unfortunately, that analysis is heavily marred by the simple fact that it relies on minimizing least-squares to the centred distances instead of the true distances. We show that the naïve solution is therefore suboptimal and provide better methods for handling this common case.
Note that we could write a linear transformation to turn D into B; we will write out its inverse here.
b ii +b jj −2b ij = (d 
Least-squares error
Consider the problem of having negative eigenvalues in B. A celebrated theorem [20] proves that there cannot be any exact solution to MDS in this case, so we need to define a measure of the error to optimize. Naturally, some form of least-squares is indicated, for example
on the squared distances, which defines classical MDS. We will not go into detail regarding the competing variants (for example, defining least-squares on the non-squared distances leads to a different objective, see [5, 6] ). From now on, let X be an approximate solution to MDS. For now, consider the ur-error
which is the sum of the squares of each entry of B − XX T , also known as the square of the Frobenius norm, or B − XX
. The trace of a matrix is the sum of its diagonal, tr([a ij ]) = n i=1 a ii . Standard results in matrix analysis state that the Frobenius norm squared is the sum of squares of the singular values (= sum of squares of eigenvalues for a symmetric matrix).
Thus the intuitive solution to the negative eigenvalue problem above: pick
that is, let XX T and B have the same eigenvectors, with all negative eigenvalues clamped to 0 [14] . The minimized "error" in this case is simply the sum of squares of negative eigenvalues.
Unfortunately, the error is phrased in terms of the entries of D, not B. Since D = Φ(B)J + JΦ(B) − 2B, in the same way, the approximated distances are given by Φ(XX T )J + JΦ(XX T ) − 2XX T . Thus the true error is
from the trace definition, where trace is invariant under transposition. Furthermore, it is invariant under switching the order, so
Note that both B and XX T by extension have zero column and row sums, due to the centering process. Since multiplying by J is summing rows or columns, JR = RJ = [0]. Thus the cross-term cancels:
The first term in the above can now be written as
With that, the error simplifies to
Error bounds
Although the first term cannot be easily simplfied, we can bound it. First note that we can find tr(R) by summing the diagonal entries. To minimize the sum of squares, we can set each diagonal entry equal, to tr(R)/n, whence the sum is bounded below by n × (tr(R)) 2 /n 2 , and the first term by 2(tr(R)) 2 . To maximize, consider that R 2 F is the sum of squares of all entries, clearly not less than the sum of squares of the diagonal. We also know that R has row and column sums zero. Thus to maximize the ratio between n i=1 r 2 ii and R 2 F , let us set each diagonal entry equal (to say c), and each off-diagonal entry equal (to − c n−1 ). The sum we wish to bound is nc 2 , and the upper bound
, a factor of n n−1 . Therefore the first term is bounded above by 2(n − 1) R 2 F . In conclusion, we have
Our bounds are tight, since the equal-diagonal, equal-off-diagonal matrix is realizable by the regular simplex, that is, set all distances to 1 (D = J − I).
After centering, ignore X (set every MDS point to 0) and let B = R -then the lower and upper bounds coincide.
Note that (tr(R)) 2 is not the same as R 2 F -the first is the square of the sum of eigenvalues, the second is the sum of the squares. In fact, let us analyze from that viewpoint. The latter term is the ur-error minimized by V Λ + V T . The former term squares the sum of residual eigenvalues, which means to minimize it we have to leave enough positive eigenvalues to balance out the sum (as we cannot duplicate negative eigenvalues).
Therefore, to minimize a weighted sum of both terms, we cannot simply match every single positive eigenvalue. However, we would be seriously remiss if we failed to mention that even if a function can be bounded both above and below, the minimum of the function need not be between the minima of the upper and lower bounds. An example is depicted in Figure 1 .
Improved algorithms
Leaving that caveat aside for now, we can consider simple algorithms to minimize these bounds. Let us treat the problem as two-dimensional: we can trivially compute (tr(R)) 2 and R 
, which is entirely in terms of the λ i s.
We solve this with a marginalization procedure. Suppose we fix (tr(R)) 2 , or equivalently fix n i=1 λ i . How would we minimize R 2 F ? Remember that we are summing up the squares of the unmatched eigenvalues: thus the minimum is when we equalize the maximal unmatched terms. That is, fix some c ∈ R, and pick
This solution essentially caps all eigenvalues of R at c, leaving lesser ones unchanged -by monotonicity there exists a unique c. Now note that the bounds for L(X) can be written as a piecewise quadratic function in c (as tr(R) changes linearly in c between different λ i ), and this can be easily solved in each piece. Given a candidate solution X, we can compute the true value of L(X) in quadratic time: testing the O(n) candidates and picking the best one takes cubic time, which is the same complexity as diagonalizing B in the first place. Hence the algorithm takes no longer asymptotically than the usual one. Furthermore, as the space of solutions considered includes the original (c = 0 matches all positive eigenvalues), this solution clearly dominates the original.
We outline a second algorithm that avoids the complications illustrated in Figure 1 . We can directly write out
ii as a function of the λ i s:
ii is a quadratic function of all the λ i s, along with (tr(R)) 2 and R 2 F which we have treated above. Rephrasing, we wish to minimize L(X(λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n )), a quadratic function, under the constraint that λ i ≥ 0. This is a quadratic program. Not only that, it is relatively easy to show that L(X), as a sum of squares, will be a convex quadratic program, whence a cubic algorithm exists to solve it [16] . Again, the space of feasible solutions includes the original, and in cubic (that is, asymptotically equal) time, we have an algorithm that solves classical MDS and dominates the original in leastsquares error.
To facilitate implementation, let us directly expand L(X). Typically, the function is written in the form T Q x + c · x + a, where Q is symmetric, and the constant a is immaterial to the optimization and usually left out.
ij ] is the entry-wise square of the eigenvectors matrix V , diag(B) is the vectorized diagonal of B, 1 is the vector of all ones, diag(Λ) is the vector of eigenvalues of B in order, and λ are our reconstructed eigenvalues (the parameters of solution). Therefore, we have
and after solving for λ , our Λ is the diagonal matrix of λ , and the MDS projected points are given by V Λ 1 2 . The only remaining issue is that this presumes the solution should have the same eigenvectors as B, which is no longer necessarily true as it was for L (X). We leave this as an open question for future work.
Example calculations
We provide an example from real-world usage to demonstrate that the preceding is no mere theoretical problem. We have a distance matrix of size 296 × 296, as computed following [23] , using the updated algorithm in [24] . Other than taking the dataset and noting that it is explicitly known to be non-Euclidean, we bear no connection to that work.
We go through the motions of running classical MDS on this dataset, and tabulate a variety of statistics on the output in Table 1 . Aside from the eigenvalues in decreasing order, we will show the normalized least-squares error, which can be directly interpreted as the root mean square error on the distances themselves. For a sense of scale, the input distances are bounded above by 1, and have a mean of 0.288577 and RMS of 0.323568.
All following algorithms are forced to consider only the top n eigenvectors (λ i ≡ 0 for i > n): the standard algorithm copies the top n positive eigenvalues; we can optimize the upper and lower bounds in terms of c, the eigenvalue cutoff, then take that as a solution; we also present the quadratic programming solution. For comparison, we also present the best SMACOF solution in n dimensions over 100 random initial configurations. SMACOF is an iterative algorithm that minimizes the least-squares error on the non-squared distances [5] .
The first major insight is that even though there are 103 positive eigenvalues, using any more than just the top 5 eigenvalues starts increasing the error even as more dimensions are used. In fact, using all 103 is worse than simply using 3! This extremely small number, compared to the number of positive eigenvalues, shows that the problem is of clear practical relevance.
Note that both the upper and lower bounds are uniformly better than the standard solution: the cutoff starts off negative, as when forced to use insufficient dimensions, it is gainful to intentionally overscale the eigenvectors to increase the average distances. The upper bound fares much worse as the 2 + 2n factor on the R 2 F term means it is hardly different from the original problem and thus its error eventually boomerangs; however it uses only the top 49 eigenvectors. The lower bound improves the best solution by 14% and uses just 10 components.
The quadratic programming solution beats them all, improving by 18%. Peculiarly, it refuses to use the 11th, 13th, and 15-18th eigenvectors, and none of the positive ones after the 20th. Even more weirdly, it somehow uses the 246th and 258th eigenvectors and only those, even though their eigenvalues are negative! This is not a numerical artifact: their reconstructed eigenvalues are 0.003882 and 0.006092; the error is also clearly decreasing.
The SMACOF algorithm technically optimizes a different objective, and hence the comparison in L(X) terms is not completely fair. Even then, it manages to outperform the quadratic program in 2-4 dimensions. When more dimensions are used, the combinatorial explosion causes the algorithm to get stuck in local minima and improvement eventually vanishes. We do not attempt to run it for n > 21 dimensions.
Thus under the standard algorithm, the data seems to be 5-dimensional; using the lower bound, an improved fit is found with 10 dimensions, and with the optimal quadratic programming method, 16 dimensions are used. These are maximal fits, in the sense that even if allowed extra dimensions, the methods will not use them.
To close, we note that two of the most widely used statistical software packages are unaware of this problem. MATLAB [15] acknowledges that in the presence of significant negative eigenvalues, its choice of using all positive eigenvectors may yield a poor solution. R [18] provides several options, including using a minimal additive constant from [2] to make the distance matrix Euclidean. However, it still follows the work of [14] and hence also uses all positive eigenvectors by default.
Supplementary Materials:
D2ST.dist: a non-squared distance matrix of size 296 × 296, given in upper triangular order, listing d 1,1 , d 1,2 , . . . , d 1,296 , d 2,3 , . . . (total 43660 entries) ; the numbers are stored in IEEE 754 double precision format. Available from arXiv→download→source. Table 1 : Root mean square results for classical MDS performed using various methods, restricted to using only the top n eigenvectors. Standard: copy all eigenvalues; Upper: minimize the upper bound; Cutoff: the c value used; Lower: minimize the lower bound; CQP: optimize the least-squares quadratic program. SMACOF: use the iterative stress majorization algorithm in n dimensions. (same) means the solution is exactly the same as for n − 1 dimensions.
